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Tigers and Bears? O h my!
By Heather Straus 
Executive editor
Bears and Tigers can mix.
Or at least that’s what Olivet 
hopes to prove when representatives 
of the Chicago Bears come to campus 
tomorrow. The Bears are scouting 
ONU as a possible off-season train­
ing facility. If selected, Olivet would 
host the team from mid-July to late 
August of 2002.
Brian McCaskey, director of 
business development, and Clyde 
Emrich, a member of the Bears’ 
administration, will arrive on campus 
at 11 a.m. They will begin their visit 
with an 11:30 luncheon with ONU 
and community leaders in Ludwig. A 
campus tour will start at 12:30 p.m., 
and the event will wrap up with a 2 
p.m. press conference in the Tiger 
Den.
Olivet meets all but two of 
theBears’ facility needs. The team 
requires 170 dorm rooms that are 
within an easy distance of practice
fields. Several residence halls meet 
those qualifications. The dining hall 
also is in line with the specs, as is the 
number of practice fields. The only 
hitch is a need for additional locker 
room and outdoor training facility 
space, but Gary Griffin, ONU’s direc­
tor of university relations, said those 
could be easily upgraded should the 
Bears select Olivet.
Our goal is to show why 
Olivet — Nazarere University, 
Bourbonnais and Kankakee County 
would be a great fit for the Bears, he 
said, according to an article in
• Monday’s Daily Journal.
The university wouldn’t be 
the only institution to benefit from 
the Bears’ presence. The team would 
bolster the area’s economy with an 
estimated $1.5 to $2 million.
Olivet’s competition for the 
host spot include Rockford College, 
Millikin University, Illinois State 
University, Eastern Illinois Universi­
ty, Southern Illinois University, 
Northern Illinois University and the 
University of Illinois.
• It is an honor not only for 
Olivet, but for this community, to be 
considered among this select group 
of sites, Griffin said in a March 23 
press release. It would be great for 
Chicago and the rest of the country to 
know what we already know: that we 
have a great university within a great 
community.
The Bears’ current training 
site is at the University of Wisconsin- 
Platteville.
China ignores Bushs order for release
Tribune Media Services
BEIJING—Two days after an 
American spy plane collided with a 
Chinese jet fighter over the South 
China Sea, Chinese officials on 
Tuesday defied President Bush’s 
demand that they release 24 U.S. 
crew members and return the dam­
aged plane to American hands.
Chinese military officials did 
not let U.S. diplomats visit the crew 
or inspect the downed EP-3 surveil­
lance plane, both kept out of sight at 
a military base on the Chinese island
of Hainan, south of Hong Kong.
What began as an apparent 
accident in international airspace 
when the planes collided was slowly 
turning into a Cold War-style political 
standoff, with the president forced to 
address Beijing’s government from 
afar by reading a sober statement 
requesting that the American plane 
and its crew promptly be returned.
“The first step should be im­
mediate access by our embassy per­
sonnel to our crew members,” Bush 
said. “I am troubled by the lack of a 
timely Chinese response to our
request for this access.”
More directly, Bush said, “I 
call on the Chinese government to 
grant this access promptly.”
A White House spokesman, 
Scott McClellan, indicated that there 
would be no access to the crew 
before Tuesday morning Washington 
time at the earliest.
American officials
expressed growing frustration with 
China over the lack of cooperation or
(See CHINA/page 2)
Bomb threat
was rumor
By Heather Straus 
Executive editor
Quelling the rumor that 
ONU was the recipient of a bomb 
threat, Dean of Students Woody 
Webb wants to make it clear that 
the threat he received was not 
directed at the school but toward 
him.
The threat was relayed to 
him by a staff member who had a 
conversation with a former stu­
dent. The former student, who is 
the member of religious cult com­
prised of five people, apparently 
holds a vendetta against Webb.
He basically said, ‘Dean 
Webb will be taken out on March 
21,’ Webb said. Despite what stu­
dents may have heard, there was 
no mention of a bomb or of any 
plan to do harm to the campus as a 
whole.
Webb immediately went 
to the Bourbonnais Police Depart­
ment and reported the threat. The 
former student was arrested but 
posted bond approximately 10 
days before March 21.
Despite the specificity of 
the threat, Webb wanted to make 
sure that the entire campus was 
protected on the supposed Judge­
ment Day. As a result, Steve 
DeBoard, ONU’s head of the 
department of Public Safety, 
brought in reinforcements to 
ensure the safety of students, fac­
ulty and staff. Along with ONU 
security, local police were called in 
to keep watch on the campus. 
Webb spent the day off campus.
Despite tne former stu­
dent’s release from police custody, 
Webb is not fearful for his safety. 
The Bourbonnais police are taking 
this very seriously, he said.
Christmas in April to offer hope, help
By Kindra Arwood
News w rite r
Kankakee loves Christmas so 
much they celebrate it twice every year. 
The city continues the Christmas spirit 
of giving and community through 
spring with a program called Christmas 
in April, which is dedicated to repairing 
and renovating homes of low-income 
families as well as elderly and people 
with disabilities. Christmas in April is 
an affiliate of Rebuilding Together, an 
organization dedicated to spreading the 
spirit of volunteerism in communities 
across America.
Since the inception of Christ­
mas in April, faculty and staff from 
Olivet Nazarene University have par­
ticipated in the program. The faculty 
have responded well. Last year 25 fac­
ulty members participated and the
expectations for this year are about the 
same. Students have also gotten 
involved with the program and have 
been active participants for the past 
four years. The number of expected 
students this year is around three 
dozen.
There are two teams being 
sent from Olivet, a faculty and staff 
team and a team of students, each team 
is responsible for a house. The faculty 
team has been under the direction and 
planning of Dr. Frank Garton, Dr. 
Dwight Ginn, Dr. Stephen Brown and 
Dr. Bill Bray. The faculty team has 
developed five projects including porch 
repair/painting, bathroom plumbing 
repair, some electrical repair, installa­
tion of a handrail, and repair to doors 
and windows. Dr. Frank Garton says, I 
have heard several good comments 
from last year’s team members. Many
faculty members enjoyed themselves 
and are looking forward to volunteer­
ing time again this year. We (still) need 
faculty volunteers for this year’s proj­
ect. Faculty may let us know by alert­
ing any one of us doing preliminary 
preparation. Dr. Garton, Chaplain 
Bray, Dr. D.Ginn, and Dr. S. Brown can 
all be contacted. We’re looking for­
ward to a great day... with lots of work.
The student team is being led 
by Ron Hadley, Director of Communi­
ty Life. Hadley is excited about this 
year’s project because he feels that the 
community of Kankakee and Olivet 
have a special relationship where it is 
important to work hand in hand.
Because the community of 
Kankakee embraces this program, Ol­
ivet embraces this program as a result 
of the close relationship we have with 
the community of Kankakee,” Hadley
said. While feedback Hadley has 
received from students so far has been 
very positive, he would like to see a lot 
more students getting involved. It 
would be great to see hundreds of stu­
dents helping out. In the past years we 
have had entire sports teams or small 
group Bible studies come out to volun­
teer. I would like to see more of that 
happening. Hadley is challenging 
more students to get involved as well.
It would be great to see entire 
floors volunteering together. We could 
always use groups of students. I would 
even like to see some unofficial groups 
out there volunteering.
The Christmas spirit is alive 
and going strong this April in 
Kankakee and at Olivet as they prepare 
for this year’sChristmas in April on the 
28.
News 2
Class election results announced
By Ryan Hansen 
News writer
The votes are in, and new 
class officers are preparing to step up 
for the 2001-2002 school year.
Leading the class of 2002 
into graduation will be president Nate 
Shaw, assisted by vice president 
Lesley Kenworthy. Also elected were 
Elizabeth Love at treasurer and 
Jennifer Keith as the class chaplain. 
ASC representatives for next year’s 
senior class are Jill Krajewski, Joe 
Paris, and Anne Wadsworth. Jennifer 
Litsey was elected to the social com­
mittee as well.
Next year’s Junior class 
officers will be leading their class 
into the second half of their Olivet 
experience. VP Jason Monroe and 
treasurer Erin Erwin will join presi­
dent Cassie Martin. The Junior 
class’ spiritual leader next year will 
be Tony Metz. The three ASC repre­
sentatives are Elsie Hegewald, Levi 
Yowell and Dana Roat. Members on 
the social 'committee are Rachel 
Bergman, Melissa Leatherman, 
Terry Yates, Chris Miller and Scott 
Kraemer.
This year’s freshman class 
is getting ready to take the next step 
into their college education,, and
they have elected familiar leadership 
to take them there. Sarah Dittmer 
returns to her office as president; 
Megan Zendian will join her as Vice 
President and Lisa Boyce handling 
the funds. Tara Beth Moore returns to 
her role as class chaplain. Ben Kunz, 
Jesse Noneman and Landon Yowell 
will fill the ASC rep positions.
This next year at Olivet 
promises to be a year of progress and 
spiritual maturity as our class offi­
cers lead us forth into the 2001-02 
school year. Remember to pray for 
our leaders that they will listen the 
voice of God and obey.
Rumbley perpares for term as editor
By Laura Herbert 
News writer
After three rewarding and 
stressful years as editor of the 
GlimmerGlass, Heather Strous is pass­
ing the torch on to Erin Rumbley, a 
freshman mass communication major 
from Evansville, Ind.
When trying to capture three 
years of leadership, Strous could think 
of no better way to describe her feel­
ings than with a bit of awe: I’m hum­
bled. I’m humbled that God and this 
university have allowed me three years 
to do something that I have truly 
enjoyed. There have been hard times; 
there have been frustrating times, but I 
wouldn’t trade them for anything. I 
told Kate (my ads manager) last week 
that I’ve laughed, cried, celebrated and 
mourned more in the GlimmerGlass 
office than any other place on campus.
Strous began her association 
with the GlimmerGlass the second 
semester of her freshman year when 
she was hired as Arts editor. She
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applied to be editor at the end of that 
year, and she has continued in her 
duties 'since then. As editor, she is, 
as she puts it, responsible for the 
whole publicationthe good, the bad 
and everything in between. To do 
this, she puts in about 5 to 7 hours a 
week on off-deadline weeks and 
between 25 to 35 hours a week 
when there is a deadline.
Outside of her daily duties, 
during her tenure the paper has. 
established a specific style, renovat-, 
ed all three offices, and begun to 
focus on upcoming news as opposed
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to news after the fact.
After three years, this job 
feels like a pair of comfortable shoes, 
and while I’m not reluctant to move 
on to what God has for me next, I’m 
going to miss those comfortable, 
familiar shoes, Strous said.
All set to step into her shoes 
is Erin Rumbley. She has been the 
Spiritual Life editor for this year and 
was recently approved by ASC as 
Heather’s successor. Facing a new 
job filled with responsibilities, Erin 
plans to provide a lot of feedback to 
writers and editors so that the paper 
can continue to improve.
I’d like to see it win some 
newspaper awards in the future and 
strive for excellence in every issue, 
Rumbley said.
When Heather graduates 
this May, she feels confident that the 
GlimmerGlass will be under good 
leadership. Erin is awesome, she 
said. She’ll take the paper where it 
needs to-go.
China
from page 1
communication, but they 
stopped short of accusing 
the Chinese of holding the 
crew hostage.
Bush sidestepped a 
question from reporters at 
the White House about 
whether the crew members 
were viewed as captives, 
saying, “My reaction is that 
the Chinese must promptly 
allow us to have contact 
with the 24 airmen and 
women that are there and 
return our plane to us with­
out any further tampering.”
In Beijing, howev­
er, U.S. Ambassador Joseph 
Prueher pointedly said 
China “does not have a 
sound legal basis” for 
detaining the crew or pre­
venting American diplomats 
from visiting them.
“It is inexplicable 
and unacceptable and of 
grave concern to the most 
senior leaders of the United 
States government that the 
aircrew has been held in­
communicado,” Prueher 
said.
Without access to 
the crew, it was impossible 
to know where they were 
being held or whether 
Chinese officials had at­
tempted to board the air­
craft, which presumably 
holds a treasure trove of in­
telligence equipment and 
data.
The Navy on Mon­
day released the names of 
the 24 crew members, who 
included Jeremy Crandall, a 
cryptologic technician col­
lection seaman from Poplar 
Grove, 111., and Marine Sgt. 
Richard Pray of Geneseo, 
111.
Debate enlightens many
By Kindra Arwood 
News writer
Is feminism a four-letter 
word? That is the question 10 Olivet 
students and three faculty members 
tried to figure out on last Monday 
night’s, debate. The debate was held 
by the Capitol Hill Gang and Dr. Van 
Heemst in Wisner auditorium.
Students packed the audito­
rium to listen to the debate, which at 
times became heated between the 
panel members. There were repre­
sentatives for four groups of people 
and their feelings toward feminism. 
The groups included the Patriarchal 
Conservatives, with Matt Stump, Dr. 
William Dean, Jenny Gray and 
Alisha Crisariol. The Christian Fem­
inists were led by Dr. LaVeme Jordan 
with Chris Miller and Jen Hatton. 
The Liberal Feminists were Laura 
Paul, Alison Gee and Paul Goldsmith
The Radical Feminists featured Dr. 
Craig Keen Cathy Swallow and 
Sarah Thompson. Students and fac­
ulty members researched the way 
people in their designated groups 
would think and feel about topics and 
presented the various groups’ per­
spectives.
Each group had a chance to 
make opening statements before 
moderator, freshman Mike Podguski, 
asked questions about pregender 
roles and their place in our society, 
gender roles in dating relationships 
and about the way we, as a Christian 
school use gender roles in our think­
ing.
The debate’s goal was to 
show the student body that there are 
multiple views on feminism rather 
than the two extreme views most of 
us would think of when the word 
feminism is used.
News 3
Sears’ to showcase artwork in gallery
By Kate Ehrich 
News writer
He’s one of the better pho­
tographers we’ve seen come through 
the system. He experiments well 
with light, and shows tremendous tal­
ent, said Professor William Petit,
(Photo by Ian Soper)
adjunct professor of art, speaking 
about senior art major Andrew Sears. 
Andrew is having his senior art exhi­
bition this week in the Brandenburg 
Gallery in the basement of Larson 
Fine Arts Center.
Sears’ work is novel and por­
trays strong style and composition. 
That makes a piece. It’s also the stuff 
you don’t see every day that will 
draw you in, said Sears.
Sears’ has been influenced 
greatly by his friends and family in 
his pieces: With friends and family, 
it’s subject matter you are comfort­
able with...I get inspiration and ideas 
from Nick Holstein, Dave 
Pohlemeier, and Ian Soper [as well], 
Sears said.
One artist that has also influ­
enced Sears’ work is David Hockney. 
Sears said, He [Hockney] came up 
with the idea of photo collages. His 
are a little more exact than mine. He 
really lines his up a lot meaning he
maps it out and grids it) and I like that 
I’m a little more sporadic.
He may be sporadic, but he 
is not without concentration—three to 
be exact. In addition to majoring in 
art, Sèars has three concentrations to 
his name: photography, commercial 
graphics, and digital productions.
Sears’ goal is to become a 
graphic artist. “If I did graphics, it 
would be at a graphics firm where 
they have the idea, and I produce it 
and make it good. I ‘d have thé free­
dom to design it.”
The theme for Sears’ exhibi­
tion is seeing through eyes other than 
your own and it is a composite of all 
of Sears’s finest work in photogra- ■ 
phy, photo collages, pottery, graphic 
designs, watercolors, and oil paint­
ings. The reception is tomorrow at 
7:30pm.
Photography Savcosoft
(Artwork by Andrew Sears)
New execs elected, hired
By Kindra Arwood 
News writer
The annual Associated Stu­
dent Council executive coucil elec­
tion was held March 7. The candi­
dates for the positions of ASC 
President and VP of Spiritual Life 
spoke in chapel on Wednesday morn­
ing, and the voting for the positions 
was held the same afternoon. The 
positions of VP of Finance and 
GlimmerGlass and AURORA editors 
were filled through a hiring process. 
The new executive council is ASC
President, Jeff Forgrave; VP of 
Women’s Residential Life, Jolene 
Klomp; VP of Men’s Residential 
Life, Robb Schuneman; VP of 
Women’s Residential Life, Jolene 
Klomp, VP of Spiritual Life:
Todd Maberry; VP of Office 
Management, Jan Eckert; VP of 
Finance, ???????; GlimmerGlass edi­
tor, Erin Rumbley and AURORA edi­
tor, Joslyn Williamson.
The council is heading to 
Southern Nazarene University this 
weekend to participate in Nazarene 
Student Leadership Conference.
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Angle Bowl
(Artwork by Andrew Sears)
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INC.
560 S. Washington Ave. 
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937-9281
Electrical problems? 
See Larry Noetke, 
Electrical Specialist
FINALLY! Use your Visa, Mastercard or AMEX!
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Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza.
932-4800
FREE DELIVERY or CARRYOUT 
195 N. Kennedy Dr. (next to Festival Foods) 
Open Daily: Lunch-Dinner-Late 
Daily Specials -  School & Church Discounts 
Proud Supporter of ONU!
_________________ h ttp j/g o . to /papa john s
t :
ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL 
Large 14’ 1-Topping 
& Two 20-oz. Cokes 
only $9.99!
ORIGINAL or THIN CRUST 
Add a 2nd Large $6.99! 
Add Cheesesticks $4.49!
Dofrery to campus only. Expires 5/31/01. 
Not valid wih other offers. Customer pays tax.
Small & Stix Special 
Small 10” 1-Topping 
PLUS Your choice of 
Cheesesticks or 
Breadsticks
only $9.99!
Add a 2-Liter $1.99!
Expires 5/31/01. Not valid with 
ether offers. Customer pays tax.
Food service evaluated
By Aaron Hunt 
News writer
The voice of the people can­
not be denied. Whether impressed by 
or unhappy with the services provid­
ed daily by Sodexho Marriott Food 
Services, students have had a chance 
to voice their opinions this semester 
in a survey given by the company. 
That opinion, though, has yet to be 
heard.
The survey focused mainly 
on the preparation of their food and 
the service provided to the students, 
including timeliness, temperature and 
appearance. There were a few ques­
tions about less significant factors, 
such as the atmosphere of the cafete­
ria.
We’ll use the results to do 
whatever we need to. We’ll take the 
lowest scores and work with those 
first, said Judy Coomer, general man­
ager of Sodexho Marriott Food 
Servies at Olivet. One issue of con­
cern Coomer foresees is that of food 
temperature. If it’s the temperature of 
the food, there’s a lot of things we’ll 
need to look at, and I think that’s 
probably going to be one. That’s 
something we’ll all have to work 
harder at, Coomer said.
Many students did their part 
in participating in the survey. Accord­
ing to Coomer, Sodexho Marriott 
received a few hundred completed 
surveys from students, but the results 
have not yet been viewed.
Sophomore Seth Baron did 
his part in helping Marriott make our 
mealtimes a better experience. I gave
them decent marks, like sevens and 
eights mostly, but I also gave some 
low numbers, Baron said. I think they 
need to improve on their appearance 
of the food. They’ve had more vari­
ety lately, and more specialty stuff, 
which is a good thing. What they 
need though is a steak and shrimp 
night.
Senior Susan Weston also 
gave varying scores on the survey. I 
think one of the things that needs im­
provement is the amount of time we 
have to wait for food. Sometimes 
we’re in line a long time waiting on a 
new dish or something, Weston said. 
I can’t imagine going back to how it 
was before though, with only one 
main dish.
Junior Lori Jones did not fill 
out a survey, but still had her share to 
say. There are a lot of things they 
need to improve on. The tray return is 
usually packed full and students can’t 
fit their trays onto it, Jones said. I like 
how they decided to have the carry­
out service, though. That’s a great 
help for students who are in a. hurry 
or have to work.
Whatever the complaint or 
constructive criticism, Coomer plans 
on doing her best to help make-the 
food situation a better one for stu­
dents. It’s a continual thing that we 
have to constantly work on and 
improve, Coomer said. With anything 
in life, we can never stop and sit 
down and say ‘that’s it,’ but we have 
to constantly improve on every 
aspect. We can never say that we’ve 
reached every goal. There’s always 
something to work on.
4 Featu res
f r e s h  f a c e s . .  •Gary and Vicki Newsome
By Mike Meier 
Features writer
Did you realize that there are 
a substantial amount of married cou­
ples that work at Olivet? According 
to the 2000-2001 University 
Telephone Directory, 35 couples are 
both faculty or staff here at ONU. Of 
those 35, Gary and Vicki Newsome 
are the newest addition. However, al­
though they are new to the payroll, 
they are not new to Olivet.
In fact, Gary’s knowledge of 
Olivet dates back to 1970 when he 
was recruited to play on the Tiger’s 
baseball team. Vicki, however, was 
just a couple states east, attending 
Mount Vernon Nazarene College in 
Ohio that same year. Lucky for Gary, 
Vicki transferred to Olivet in 1972. 
Looking back she says, The guy I 
was going with attended Olivet...it 
wasn’t Gary.
Gary and Vicki started dat­
ing after Vicki’s other relationship 
ended. The Newsomes were married 
in i974 after graduation.
After graduation and the 
wedding the two moved to Ohio but 
would soon be back to Olivet. In
Poetry Corner
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By Chad Schumacher
few men know, these days, 
what it was to be a boy at war. 
like day still most, but sent to fire 
anyway.
it usually cracks, some of us did too.
drill sergeants were the hardest 
things a l iv e . [ ^ H B j |S H f in B j^  
they tui ned boys into njen into sol- -.1 
diers.
reminded us that mommy wasn't 
here anymore.
we weren’t allowed to be soft.
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”but this one broke, send him home” 
boy s.
we were the strong ones, the fight­
ers.the weakest
i would've killed for a dose of com­
fort. ¡Ill
in fact, i think i did. M l
anything to get o u t-M B S M ' 
wading through swampy jungles of
l u i t e . H H  I
and hopelessness with our guns over 
our heads.
write a letter to your girl, and to
n jm r n n v .H K r f lJ  f l M l
sw at the cloud of mosquitoes.wake 
up to gunfire. ra&MHHR| 
burn a village hcie and there, 
they taught us not to eare. 
we were poor students.
1980, Gary was hired as the head 
baseball coach, defensive coordinator 
for the football team and as an assis­
tant professor. Vicki was also work­
ing on campus in the registrar’s office 
in Burke. However, they left for 
Ohio only a little over a year later.
Gary was the head football 
coach at Chillicothe High School in 
Chillicothe, Ohio, before inquiring 
about the same position at his alma 
mater last spring. After a 20-year 
absence, they are back in 
Bourbonnais. Not only was Gary 
hired as the head football coach, he 
was also hired as assistant professor 
in the department of exercise and 
sports science. Vicki is currently a 
student counselor for graduate and 
adult studies in the Marquart House 
(by College Church). We think this is 
where we need to be now...this is 
where God has called us to be, Vicki 
said.
Since football is a major 
sport on campus, pressure comes 
with Gary’s position. The Tigers 
made it to the NAIA National Cham­
pionship in 1998 and were the MSFA 
Midwest co-champions in 1999. This 
year, Coach Newsome’s team com­
piled an 8-2 record, a birth in the 
NAIA Playoffs and were the 13^ 
ranked team in the nation at the end 
of the season.
Gary is tough on his play­
ers, making sure Christian virtues 
are prevalent in the program. The 
team is also currently memorizing 
verses from Romans 12. Gary 
expects the utmost from his players 
on and off the field. They come in 
knowing that some social situations 
are unacceptable here (smoking, 
drinking, drugs, etc.).
The Christian atmosphere is 
a blessing for the Newsomes. We 
strongly believe in a Christian edu­
cation. One of the coach’s daugh­
ters, Anna Marie, is a freshman here 
and is pursuing a degree in elemen­
tary education. The Newsome’s oth­
er daughter, Jillian, graduated from 
Olivet last year, and currently a RN 
at St. Mary’s Hospital. The oldest 
child is Christian. He played foot­
ball for Liberty University and is 
currently involved in ministry.
Off the field and off the job, 
the Newsomes enjoy biking and lis­
tening to Shine 89.7.
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Vicki and Gary with their 
two daughters Anna Marie 
(standing) and Jillian (sit­
ting). Anna Marie currently 
attends Olivet. (Photo from 
Tiger Football Media Guide)
Fun Facts:
Role Models'. Gary’s is Coach 
Larry Watson; Vicki’s are the 
female singers and evangelists that 
stayed in her home for the revivals. * 
Favorite quotes: Gary’s is 
Phillipians 3:12-16, and Vicki’s is 
“Never, never give up.”(Winston 
Churchill)
Hostel’ enviroment good for the pocket book
By Heather Strous 
Executive editor
Why would someone will­
ingly put themselves in a hostel envi­
ronment?
That’s simplebecause hostels 
are cheap, fun and a great intercultur- 
al experience. Hostelling
International is a major non-profit 
organization in the U.S. It was creat­
ed in 1934 to help those who wanted 
to travel and mingle with other cul­
tures minimize expenses.
Hostels range from urban 
high-rise buildings with hundreds of 
beds to small hostels in rural settings, 
according to the Hostelling Interna­
tional web site. Hostels, unlike 
hotels, are set up to foster interaction 
between guests. Typically, they have 
common areas and kitchens to which 
everyone has access.
What makes hostels so ac­
cessible to young people is their cost 
and availability. Prices range from $8 
to $24 a night. When you consider 
that even the cheapest hotel costs at 
least $35 to $40 a night, that’s quite a 
savings. With regard to availability, 
there are approximately 130 
Hostelling International facilities in 
the U.S, (There are also privately 
owned hostels.) Most of the hostels 
are in major cities like New York, 
Chicago, Los Angelos and Boston, 
making these cities considerably 
more affordable. A n o t h e r
bonus to hostels is the access to the 
natives of the city or area. There is
always someone stationed at the 
front desk to answer questions or 
offer directions. Some hostels, like 
the one in Seattle, have people who 
sit desk in the commons area for an 
hour or two a day, just to answer 
questions about the city, public 
-transportation or anything1 else you 
might want to know.
Hostels typically have ac­
tivity boards that offer information 
about plays, art exhibits, sporting 
events and other activities that may 
be of interest to you. As a guest of 
the hostel, you may also be eligible 
for coupons and discounts at area 
businesses and restaurants. At the 
Seattle hostel, discount ferry tickets 
are available. ^
When going to a hostel, the 
main thing to remember is to be 
flexible. All hostels are not the same 
caliber, or quality. Also, since hos­
tels are set up for interaction, a pri­
vate room may not be available, 
which means you could potentially 
stay in a room with five or more 
people that you don’t know. These 
other guests may not speak your lan­
guage or understand your way of 
doing things. (This is where the 
great opportunity for acquiring in- 
tercultural knowledge comes in.)
If you’re concerned about 
rooming with people you don’t 
know and possibility of theft, sever­
al hostels have lockers that you can 
put your stuff in. Just remember to 
minimize your packing so that you 
can fit as much as possible in the
locker.
Despite the minor inconve­
niences, overall hostels are a wonderful, 
way to acclimate people to other cul­
tures, to foster understanding and toler­
ance of others, and to make travel 
available to people who otherwise 
could not afford it.
For more information about 
hostels, check out www.hiavh.org.
Hostels, unlike ho­
tels, are set up to fos­
ter interaction
between guests. Typ­
ically they have com­
mon areas and kitch­
ens to which every­
one has access.
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Taxed about taxes? Follow these tips
Form W-2, Wage and Tax 
Statement, is one of the most basic 
elements of tax preparation, yet if it’s 
incorrect, your federal income tax bill 
or refund and social security benefits 
will be severely affected.. There are 
simple, straightforward questions you 
can answer now about your Form W- 
2 that will help take the taxing out of 
tax time.
Your Form W-2 is an item­
ized annual guide to your personal 
earnings and taxes. The nation’s 
leader in payroll training and educa­
tion - The American Payroll 
Association offers workers helpful 
tips about Form W-2 as tax season 
approaches:
1) Was It Lost In The 
Mail? Employers are required by 
law to mail W-2 forms to their 
employees by January 31. If you 
haven’t received your W»2 soon after 
that date, contact the payroll profes­
sional at your company and request 
that your Form W-2 be reissued.
2) How Many Employers 
Did You Work For During 2000? 
Every employer you worked for dur­
ing 2000 must send you a Form W-2 
- even if you worked for only one 
day.
3) Have You Played The 
Matching Game? Your social secu­
rity number is your account number 
with the government. It’s how The 
IRS keeps track of taxes deducted 
from your paycheck and how The 
Social Security Administration tracks 
your earnings and calculates your 
benefits. Check to make sure that the 
name and social security number 
entered on your W-2 form match your 
social security card.
4) It’s Tax Season... Do You 
Know Where Your Last Pay Stub 
Is? Locate your last pay stub of the 
year. The amount entered in Box #1 
of your W-2 form may not be the 
same as the total annual income 
shown on your last pay stub. If the 
numbers don’t match, your compa­
ny’s payroll professional can tell you 
why.
5) Have You Been Playing 
The Field? If you are a freelance or 
contract worker who has received 
$600 or more from anyone company 
in 2000, you should receive a Form 
1099-MISC, Statement for Recipients 
of Miscellaneous Income, from that 
company. If you haven’t received the 
form by early February, contact The 
company’s Accounts Payable depart­
ment.
6) Married Wifjt Children? 
Take time to evaluate how much 
money is being withheld from your 
paycheck. If you’ve gotten married 
or had children since you last filled 
out your Form W-4, Employee’s 
Withholding Allowance Certificate, it 
may be a good idea to fill out a new 
Form W-4 with the correct marital 
status and number of withholding 
allowances.
7) Where Did It All Go? If 
your regular paycheck withholdings
Napster fans: RealNetworks5 new service is off key
Tribune Media Service
Hoping to convert 
Napster’s 50 million users into pay­
ing customers, three of the world’s 
largest record companies have 
closed a deal to start an online 
music-subscription service by fall.
But experts and music fans 
say it’ll be a tough sell.
The music industry, citing 
copyright infringement, squelched 
Napster’s free online song-swap­
ping service. But people may be un­
willing to start paying because there 
are scores more sites offering pirat­
ed music at no charge.
What’s more, the music 
labels will ask people to pay for 
songs they aren’t allowed to keep.
MusicNet, announced 
Monday by RealNetworks Inc. and 
record-label owners AOL Time 
Warner Inc., Bertelsmann AG and 
EMI Group PLC — whose acts 
include Christina Aguilera, Eric 
Clapton and Santana — will let peo­
ple download songs onto their PCs, 
the same as Napster.
But special software will 
prevent subscribers from saving 
songs on portable music players or 
burning them onto compact discs 
they can play elsewhere.
And if a customer cancels 
his subscription, the song files stop 
working.
Tunes downloaded from 
Napster and other pirated-music 
services are in the MP3 format. That 
means they can be freely copied, 
and they don’t expire.
RealNetworks chairman and 
chief executive Rob Glaser, appoint­
ed chairman and interim chief execu­
tive of MusicNet, said the service is 
designed to make it virtually impossi­
ble for subscribers to copy songs. 
Concern about piracy has been one of 
the main reasons record companies 
haven’t made a big push online.
But forcing users to listep to 
their songs only on a PC isn’t good 
business, said Phil Leigh, a digital 
media analyst at Raymond James & 
Associates, a St. Petersburg invest­
ment firm. /f
“A big part of listening to 
music is in your car, not sitting at 
your desk,” Leigh said.
MusicNet’s target audience, 
which includes college students, also 
scoffed at the idea.
“I don’t think anybody’s 
going to pay for songs they can’t 
keep,” said Sterling Thomas, a 
Napster user and sophomore at 
Rollins College in Winter Park. “If 
you want that, you’ll listen to the 
radio or watch MTV.”
That isn’t what 
RealNetworks wants to hear. The 
company spent a year working on the 
subscriber service, Glaser said in a 
conference call.
Under terms of the deal, the 
record labels and RealNetworks will 
each own a minority stake in 
MusicNet; RealNetworks will own 
the largest share, 40 percent. Each 
label will license music to the service 
on a nonexclusive basis; 
RealNetworks will provide the tech­
nology.
seem high, remember that the law 
requires 90 percent of an employee’s 
tax liability to be withheld during the 
year - or at least match the employ­
ee’s tax liability in the previous year. 
If you receive a large tax refund, 
you’ve had too much withheld and 
you may want to adjust your with­
holding.
8) Did The Dog Eat It? 
Whatever the reason, if your W-2 
form pulls a disappearing act, simply 
contact your payroll professional and 
request another one.
For more information about 
checking your W-2 form, visit 
www.nationalpayrollweek.org.
Music Notes
MusicNet will then contract 
with other companies to distribute the 
music. Its initial partners, AOL and 
RealNetworks, will tailor the service 
to their specific needs and set their 
own subscription rates, Glaser said, >
Digital-media analysts say 
online music services probably will 
charge $10 to $15 a month.
The deal marks the first timg 
so many major labels have agreed to 
license music for online distribution. 
Vivendi Universal SA and Sony 
Corp., whose acts include Eminem 
and Bruce Springsteen, plan to 
launch a fee-based online music serv­
ice called Duet by summer.
But “Duet doesn’t cut it, and 
neither does ‘Trio’,” said P.J. 
McNealy, a senior analyst witlAhe 
Gartner Group, an e-commerce con­
sulting company in Stamford, Conn.
“Consumers don’t know mu­
sic by label,” so any service that 
doesn’t have music from all five 
major labels may prove unpopular, 
McNealy said.
Still, despite its shortcom­
ings, MusicNet represents a step for­
ward, said Eric Scheirer, an analyst 
with Forrester Research, an e-com­
merce consulting company in 
Cambridge, Mass.
“The real good thing to me is 
that the labels arp getting away from 
their fear that all these problems 
“over security and selection” need to 
be solved,” Scheirer said. “They’re 
not expecting everything to be square 
from day one.”
At a wedding there is usually 
one usher for every fifty guests.
Some places near the earth’s 
equator receive as much as 400 
inches of rain each year.
Marie Antoinette had a music 
box the size and shape of a life- 
size canary.
The word rhythm comes from 
the Greek word rhythmos, mean­
ing measured motion.
Evangels -  A Ministry to the elderly
By Erin Rumbley 
Spiritual Life editor
Evangels is a student-led 
ministry to elderly people in area 
nursing homes. The students visit the 
same people each week and develop 
relationships with them, adopting 
them as grandparents. One of the two 
groups visits on Friday nights during 
the dinner hour, while the other goes 
on Sunday afternoons. We...visit for 
an hour or two, and sometimes we 
even sing during dinner hour, said 
Candace Hatchett, who has been 
involved in Evangels for the past two 
years. She joined Evangels because 
when she was in high school, her class 
visited a nursing home to sing for the 
residents and hand out cookies. Those
people stole my heart, she said. When 
she arrived at Olivet and learned 
about the nursing home ministry here, 
she wanted to become involved.
Jennifer Hatton, who has 
been leading Evangels this year, has 
been a part of this ministry for three 
years and loves the opportunity to 
become friends with the nursing home 
residents. The people are like adopted 
grandparents...we are very close, she 
said. Besides just visiting one-on-one 
with the people, and hanging out in 
their rooms, Evangels sometimes help 
other volunteer groups at the nursing 
home decorate for parties or prepare 
activities for the residents. However,
their main ministry is to become 
friends with the people. We want 
them to know that we are people they 
can depend on, said Hatton.
My favorite part of Evangels 
is being able to share Christ with them 
and having them share Christ with 
me, said Hatchett. She enjoys listen­
ing to their testimonies because even 
though their earthly bodies are old 
and tired, they know that they’ll get a 
new body in heaven. Everyone is 
welcome to join Evangels. We always 
welcome anyone and everybody, said 
Hatton, You come when you feel that 
you can. We would love to see more 
people coming, so that we can reach
Jen Hatton (r) and a patient 
she has visited for three 
years (submitted photo)
out to more nursing homes and touch 
more lives. If you are interested in 
becoming involved in this ministry, 
you can contact Jennifer Hatton at ext. 
6576, or Candace Hatchett at ext. 
6256.
The Evangels are 
(front, l-r) Gary
Shelton,
Jackson,
Hatton,
Ticon
(back,
Kim 
Jen 
Angela
l-r)
Candace Hatchett, 
S t e p h a n i e  
Quimby, Heather 
Greener, Dan 
Schlorff and Erika 
Craig. (AURORA 
photo)
Jana Messer (r) and one of the 
nursing home residents (Submit­
ted photo)
By Jeremy Brewer 
Spiritual Life writer
Then Jesus answered, ‘Will 
you lay down your life for me? I tell 
you the truth, before the rooster 
crows, you will disown me three 
times!’ John 13:38
These are the words that 
Jesus spoke to Peter before He was 
crucified. They were words that Peter 
would never forget and would regret 
for the rest of his life. Of course, even 
with this warning, Peter still dis­
owned Christ three times, at the time 
when Christ needed love and support 
the most. How could he do such a 
horrible thing?!?!
Most of us are pretty quick 
to point a finger at Peter and say, 
How could you do such a thing?! 
How could you be so stupid, so cow­
ardly, so evil to deny the Lord three 
times?! But I want to challenge us to 
think for a moment. How many times 
have we denied the Lord? Surely 
more than three times. More than 
three hundred times if we are honest 
with ourselves. We may not verbally 
say the words, I do not know Christ, 
but every time that we allow our­
selves to sin, we are denying Christ. 1 
John 3:6 says, No one who lives in 
him keeps on sinning. No one who 
continues to sin has either seen him 
or known him. What powerful words!
Denying Christ?
I think back to all of the 
times that I have sinned, knowing it. 
was wrong, and yet still I proceeded 
to do it. I turned my back on Christ, 
knowing His standards for me, know­
ing what he did for me, all so that I 
could have a moment’s or even a 
breath’s worth of pleasure. When the 
second of satisfaction had passed, 
only guilt and sorrow remained. I had 
turned my back on my Savior. I had 
denied knowing Him by still doing as 
the world would do. How could I do 
such a thing? How could I do some­
thing so horrible? I would venture to 
say that the horror of what I had done 
didn’t stop there. I would then go out, 
say that I was a Christian, and pro­
claim Jesus as Lord of my life; when 
in fact, I knew in my heart I was lying 
to myself, to those around me, and to 
Christ. In continuing to sin, I had 
rejected Christ, and become no better 
than the hypocrites that Jesus 
rebuked in His day.
So often we, as Christians, 
find ourselves saying, Shame, shame, 
to a lost and dying world when we 
have still not experienced that full­
ness of the life that Christ has called 
us to. So often we find ourselves giv­
ing the charge that the lost need to be 
ministered to and saved from their
sins. This is true, but before we go 
out to remove the splinter from our 
brother’s eye, shouldn’t we first 
remove the board from our own? The 
time of fence straddling must stop. 
There is no longer time to proclaim 
Jesus with our mouths and then deny 
Him with our lifestyles behind our 
bedroom doors. Christ has called us 
to a life of holiness. He has called us 
to a life fully devoted to Him. A song 
by Ray Boltz sums it up very well 
and leaves us with a great question in 
mind: Does he still feel the nails 
every time I fail? Does he hear the 
crowds cry out, ‘Crucify!’ again? Am 
I causing Him pain? Then I know 
I’ve got to change. I just can’t bear 
the thought of hurting Him.
Let us turn from our dabbles 
in sin and let go of our holds on the 
things of the world. Let us whole­
heartedly, with everything that is in 
us, jump into the river of God’s love, 
be swept away by His grace, and con­
sumed by His mercy. Let us fully 
embrace the life of holiness and 
integrity we are to live. We serve a 
Holy God, and have become the chil- 
dren of a Holy God. Let us therefore 
be imitators of our Heavenly Father 
and live the life He has called us to! 
Peter denied Christ three times. But
after the cross, he never denied Him 
again. Let us no longer deny our 
Savior, but back our words with the 
evidence of our lives.
Be imitators of God, 
there, as dearly loved chil­
dren and live a life of love, just 
as Christ loved us and gave 
himself up for us as a fragrant 
offering and sacrifice to God. 
-- Ephesians 5:1,2
“ And whatever you do, 
whether in word or deed, do it 
all in the name of the Lord 
Jesus, giving thanks to God 
the Father through him.”
-- Colossians 3:17
“Your attitude should 
be the same as that of Christ 
Jesus: Who, being in very 
nature God, did not consider 
equality with God something 
to be grasped, but made him­
self nothing.”
-- Philippians 2:5-7a
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Hearing the Silence in a Noisy World
Tribune Media Services
MILWAUKEE, WIs. — With all the' 
commotion that surrounds us each 
day — phones, radios, TVs, fax 
machines, beeping watches, CD play­
ers, DVDs, computers and pagers — 
it’s hard to imagine, but silence is 
creeping back into our culture. Pipe 
down for a moment and consider the 
evidence. At least one local high 
school has made silent reflection a 
daily requirement. A college fresh­
man from New Jersey has captured 
the fancy of the nation with his pro­
posed Day of Silence set for May 16. 
And sales of various silencing 
devices, such as Japanese waterfalls 
and tapes of crashing waves and sea 
gulls, have been brisk, merchants say.
Leon Boniface, owner of 
Eccola gifts in Milwaukee’s Third 
Ward, says he sells waterfalls to law­
yers looking for peace and quiet in 
their frst-paced worlds. The demand 
for the miniature waterfalls has 
grown so intense that even Wal-Mart 
now sells a battery-operated version, 
he notes. “People are craving peace 
and quiet,” said Kate Huston, city 
librarian. “There is a push for people 
to get in control of their inner selves 
while the noise around us gets ever 
louder.”
This is an odd thing, consid­
ering how much Americans love hub­
bub. “Silence is weird,” declares a 
new billboard posted along 1-43 for 
Cingular, the cellular phone company 
with an obvious bias toward more 
chatter. Indeed, we’re big on buzz. 
The average household has a TV 
turned on for seven hours and a radio 
that blares for four hours a day, the 
most recent surveys show.
Imagine, then, the chore of 
coaxing 980 high school students into 
silence each day. That’s what they are
doing at Marquette University High 
School in Milwaukee’s Merrill Park 
neighborhood where, each school day 
during the season of Lent, they pause 
for three minutes of silent reflection. 
No talking. No giggling. Make noise 
and you’ll be staying after school in 
detention. The office staff is directed 
to turn the phones off during those 
three minutes so that there are no dis­
tractions. The experiment began in 
December, during Advent, and, Prin­
cipal Gregory Meuler says students 
liked it so much, they asked for more. 
“A few of the freshmen were sort of 
squirrelly at first,” Meuler concedes. 
But after a while, they got the hang of 
it and found it refreshing, he says.
The idea is to silence your­
self, take inventory of how your day 
is going and plan what is left of it in 
a thoughtful way. The exercise is 
based on the teaching of St. Ignatius, 
founder of the Jesuit order of priests. 
Stand in the high school’s hallway 
just before sixth period and here is 
what happens: A faculty member 
comes over the loudspeaker to 
announce the theme for the day. One 
day last week, it was Father Robert 
Kroll encouraging the boys to think 
of something they were grateful for. 
Heads were bowed. No words were 
spoken. Some kid shuffled down the 
hall and inadvertently slammed his 
locker door shut. The echo resonated 
for a minute or more. Three minutes 
might not seem like that long of a 
time. Try it sometime.
National news reporters are 
following the story of Brett Banfe, 
19, of Haddonfield, N.J., who has 
vowed to remain silent for one year. 
Banfe, a college freshman, is halfway 
through his mission. So far, so good, 
says his mother, Sharon, in a tele­
The Finkbeiner Fast
By Erin Rumbley 
Spiritual Life editor
The Finkbeiner Fast was a 
great way for students to get involved 
globally...a way to live out their 
Christian faith, said VP of Spiritual 
Life, Heather Nunnery. The Fast hap­
pened Feb. 28, and raised $1,000 dol­
lars to send to World Missions relief 
work. Marriot donated $850 from 
students either giving up meals for 
that day, or filling out food surveys. 
The other $150 was contributed in 
cash donations.
It has been five years since 
Olivet has been involved in the Fast, 
so no students were still around to 
remember how the event had been 
planned or promoted. Nunnery said 
that when they were planning this 
year’s event, they didn’t know how 
the money had been raised in the 
past, so they decided to work with 
Marriot this year.
More than just raising 
money, however, the Fast was an 
opportunity for' Olivet students to 
come together in prayer and worship. 
During breakfast, lunch and dinner 
we had praise and worship services 
and prayer happening, said Nunnery. 
We had different Lifesong groups and 
people leading in prayer... the 
response from the people who attend­
ed was that it was great opportunity.
While the turnout was small­
er than she would have liked, 
Nunnery said, We were excited about 
the people who did come. We knew 
they were excited too. The Fast was a 
very different, more global event that 
students could be a part of. Nunnery 
would like to see the even continue in 
the future and include more students. 
I would encourage Spiritual Life to 
work on more publicity, she said, 
because this is a great way to get 
involved.
phone interview. At first, Sharon 
Banfe and her husband, Gerald, 
thought their son was just being cute. 
He would try it for a while and then 
quit. But word leaked out and his 
pledge made national headlines — 
NBC-TV’s “Today Show,” ABC- 
TV’s “Good Morning America,” even 
“The Oprah Winfrey Show.”
What started out as a person­
al challenge to become a better listen­
er has grown into a much-monitored 
campaign to underscore the need for 
sticking to a commitment, Sharon 
Banfe says. Commercial sponsors 
have pledged to pay if Brett stays 
silent until Aug. 31. If he is success­
ful, he will turn the money over to 
Head Start, an early‘education pro­
gram for disadvantaged youths, he 
says. (Well, he doesn’t really say that, 
since he can’t talk. That’s what he has 
communicated through a computer 
that he carries around.) You can 
“talk” to him on his Web site, 
www.notspeaking.com.
The Marquette boys might 
make note of this: Brett’s mother says 
this no talking thing has proved to be 
a real “chick magnet” for him. Wom­
en apparently find him appealing as 
the strong and extremely silent type. 
Brett is urging everyone to have a 
national hour of silence on May 16 to . 
observe the power of silence. “ They 
say a whisper is louder than a 
scream,” Brett writes. “Think of the 
deafening power silence has.” 
Silence is a relative concept. Brett’s 
Web site, you’ll note, is equipped 
with a chat room.
Spiritual 
Life’s all­
campus 
Mock Rock
By Erin Rumbley 
Spiritual Life editor
Spiritual Life will be 
hosting the first ever Mock Rock 
on Apr. 21 at 8 p.m. The Mock 
Rock is a huge lip sync contest 
that is open to all Olivet students. 
The students will perform lip 
syncs for the judges and the audi­
ence. The top three winners will 
receive some fabulous prizes.
Tickets to this event are 
$2 if you purchase them in 
advance, between Apr. 16 and 21, 
and $3 at the door. All of the 
money raised will be donated to 
Olivet students going on summer 
mission trips. We had two goals in 
mind when we planned this event, 
said VP of Spiritual Life, Heather 
Nunnery, We wanted to have a 
fun, laid-back community activity, 
and we also wanted to give the 
money back to students. The event 
is designed to be a fun time that 
will also help bring the campus 
together in fellowship.
If you are interested in 
being a part of the Mock Rock, 
you can sign up in Ludwig on 
April 9 12. Everyone is welcome 
to participate in this activity. Even 
if you don’t want to show off your 
lip sync talent ( or lack of talent!), 
this will be a great evening to be a 
part of.
Women’s 2001 season wrap-up
By Christopher Morrical 
Sports writer
Well, it’s over. As hard as it 
is to believe, it’s April and the wom­
en’s basketball season has come to a 
close. Fans of the team know that 
they made the playoffs, but how well 
did they do?
“We won the conference 
tournament, but lost to the regular 
season conference champion 
Indiana/South Bend,” said Coach 
Doug Porter.
The game was close, the 
Lady Tigers coming up short only by 
one point.
“We had a shot with 20 sec­
onds to go and lead by one, they 
came down and got a shot and lead 
by one, and we missed one with one 
second to go. We didn’t get the 
breaks when we needed them.”
The Lady Tigers’ talented 
players did not go home unrewarded. 
Christina Golden, a 5’11" senior, was 
named conference MVP. Diana 
Wendell was runner-up.
“I thought both of those 
players had outstanding years,” the 
coach said.
Pretty good for a team that 
didn’t win the championship. So 
what happened?
“Out expectations were to go 
to the national tournament and- win 
the conference. Because of injuries 
we had, we couldn’t meet these goals, 
but we won 23 games.”
With a final note on this sea-
Golden, conference MVP.
(photo from ONU website)
son, Porter reflected on his play­
ers.
“The most important 
thing about this team is that the se­
niors had outstanding years. That 
was a big key to out success. Next 
year, its going to be exciting to see 
who steps forward to replace those 
people. I’m really going to miss 
(this year’s seniors.) They’re real­
ly special people, and it was a 
pleasure to get the opportunity to 
coach them. “
So what will happen next 
season? Ten players will be return­
ing and four new ones have al­
ready been signed. There will be a 
total of 20 and the school plans to 
start a Junior/Varsity team.
Porter said, “It’s an Olivet 
thing. We just wanted to give more 
people an opportunity.”
Baseball season starts strong
By Christopher Morrical 
Sports writer
All around the country, 
baseball and softball seasons are 
beginning.
The start of baseball 
means rebirth: a new year, warming 
weather, and new hopes and dreams 
for the players of the 
immortal game. For 
the Olivet Tigers base­
ball team, their annual 
trip to Florida started 
out bumpy, got better, 
and then got bad again.
The weather is 
still too cold here in Il­
linois this time of year, 
so many teams travel 
to Florida to begin 
their seasons. It all A b o v e :  
began when the Tigers Pressar, 
boarded a plane on ONU’s top 
March 4, to head to Ft. (photo from 
Myers. ; site)
“It was a
rough flight. A lot of turbulence.
We flew through some storms, “ 
said Jeremy Presser, a 6’5" Junior. 
Things got better when they got 
there. The weather was sunny the 
first week, and the team had a 
record of six and one.
The next week wasn’t so 
nice. The Tigers traveled to 
Ormand Beach for another five 
games. Jeremy said, “The second 
week in Daytona...we got rained
out a couple of times.” Their record 
was seven wins, four losses and a 
tie.
I3en Colling batted .600 
with six triples, a feat unmatched by 
any professional ball player. Dan 
Heefner had five home runs, and, 
Jesse Gilge batted .395.
“We have a pretty strong 
lineup for the 3,4, and 5 
spots,“ said Presser. 
The pitchers did well 
also. Ben Zobrist won 2 
games, Nathan Hinkle 
had two victories and a 
save, and Brian Crist 
had two victories. ' 
Tiger Manager Elliot 
Johnson was [Pleased 
with his player’s per­
formances. We played 
J e r e m y  some tough competition 
one Of there. We won against 
pitchers. Rockhurst, a division 
ONU web- two school, and
we won two out of 
three against Pt. Park, 
Pennsylvania.”
What happened that the 
team slumped in the second week? 
“We had some defensive mistakes, 
things just didn’t seem to go right, “ 
said Presser.
The Tigers returned on 
March 17, and have started their 
home season. The game on March 
24, was canceled due to cold weath­
er. At the time of this deadline, the 
season record is 8-6-1.
Pro-Baseball players: too much pay, not enough play
By Christopher Morrical 
Sports writer
(Editor’s note: Thè following 
is an editorial. The opinions stated 
are not necessarily those o f the 
GlimmerGlass or Olivet Nazarene 
University. )
Why don’t they just keep 
their mouths shut? This spring has 
seen a great deal of whining and cry­
ing. Frank Thomas, Sammy Sosa, 
Barry Bonds and Gary Sheffield have 
all started saying that they aren’t paid 
enough or that they aren’t respected.
To them I say this: guys, get 
over yourselves! You’re in the big 
leagues; you make millions of dol­
lars; you never have to want for any­
thing else ever again. Could your 
lives be any better? Well, there must 
be something better if you complain 
so much. O.K., so a certain shortstop 
makes $2.06 million more than the 
president of the United States. Does 
that make him more important? 
Obviously not. George “Dubya” . 
Bush recently became the highest 
paid president in the history of the 
country, making $200,000 more than 
President Clinton. Any self-pro­
claimed baseball historian can tell
you that ball players have made more 
than the President since the days of 
Babe Ruth. This is nothing new. I just 
find it hard to believe that anyone can 
say that 
t h e y  
a r e n ’ t 
respect- 
e d 
w h e n  
t h e y  
m a k e  
millions 
of dol- 
1 a r s 
m o r e  
than the 
most in- 
f l u e n -  
t i a 1 
l e a d e r  
in the 
world.
It’s true 
that no 
o t h e r  
p l a y e r
makes anything close to that short­
stop mentioned earlier, but does any­
one else find this statistic appalling? 
The average blue-collar-joe only
makes about $30,000 a year. And the 
players want even more money? This 
makes me wonder if they know how 
much it costs to go to a game, or if
they even 
care. Twen­
ty-six dol­
lars for a 
ticket, $12 
for the train 
and sub­
way... I 
won’t even 
get into the 
ever fluctu­
ating gas 
prices. I 
figure I will 
drop more 
than $50 
per person 
per game.
Since com­
ing out 
m a k i n g  
complaints 
and boy­
cotting spring training, Frank Tho­
mas has apologized to his teammates 
and the fans. Sammy Sosa is rumored 
to be close to signing a new four-year
extension to his ‘contract. Barry 
Bonds is demanding a new contract 
and Gary Sheffield is demanding to 
be traded after the Los Angeles 
Dodgers refused to give him more 
money.
I asked myself who else 
makes this kind of money. The an­
swer was movie stars. Julia Roberts 
makes $50 million dollars a year. 
Why don’t we complain about her? 
Because she is lovable and we never 
hear her saying, “Boo hoo! I need 
more money!” No, we hand over our 
six dollars and go to see her new 
movie ‘The Mexican.”
I don’t want anyone to read 
this and go away angry. Just the op­
posite. I want you to go see as many 
ball games as you can. Maybe I’ll see 
you there. After all, is there a better 
time to be had? Not for me. I’m just 
sick of'these whiny players. Look 
guys, I don’t care if you get paid $6 
BILLION, I just don’t want to hear 
about it. Keep it to yourselves. It’s 
none of my business and I just don’t 
care. All you have to do is play the 
game to the best of your ability every 
day and you will get the respect that 
you deserve.
j t t n u  J
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Spring training brushes up O N U s skills .19
By Michael Meier 
Sports writer
The ONU men’s and wom­
en’s tennis teams are back in action 
after the fall season ended in 
October. For spring break the teams 
went to Hilton Head, South Carolina.
The women, ranked 25th in 
the latest NAIA poll, continued their 
winning ways with victories over 
Emory & Henry College (VA) 6-3, 
Denison University (OH) 6-3, and 
Heidelberg College (OH) 7-2. As for 
the men, they lost to two solid teams, 
Ithaca College (NY) 3-6, and 
Baldwin Wallace College (OH) 0-9, 
before scoring a victory over Gordon 
College (MS) on the final day of 
matches, 6-3.
Both teams road-tripped it 
there, 40 hours of total driving. When 
the teams weren’t playing or practic­
ing, they were either sunning out on 
the sandy beaches of their resort, or 
going out to eat to some great cuisine, 
chauffeured by either Coach Coomer, 
Ron Hadley, or women’s basketball 
coach, Doug Porter.
The ‘ spring season is thè 
main focus for the men. Coming 
back from South Carolina, they were 
defeated by St. Francis 1-8, but 
bounced back with victories over 
Joliet Community College 7-2 and 
Thomas More College of Crestview 
Hills, KY 9-0.
They will play, weather per­
mitting, a total of 17 matches and 3 
tournaments over the next two 
months. The tournaments are the 
John Strahl Memorial Tournament in 
Greenville, IL, NAIA Regionals in 
Iowa, and the National Christian Col­
lege Athletic Association National 
Tournament in Stone Mountain, 
Georgia, which will be the week after 
graduation. Dave Harding is the lone 
senior on the team, and John Welch is 
the lone junior as Matt Banner is cur­
rently redshirting. Sophomores in­
clude Mitch Haas, Randy Styles, and 
Bryce Nevills.
Freshmen are Michael 
Meier, Adam Zwirkoski, Ryan 
McClymonds, Jeremy Gorball and 
Joel Gibbs.
As for the women, they will
Olivet’s club volleyball 
rebuilding season ends
By Adam Stevnson 
Sports writer
With the season coming to 
an end, the ONU men’s club volley­
ball team is looking to finish the sea­
son on a high note.
Comparing this year to the 
previous year it is very easy to be sat­
isfied with the accomplishments they 
have already had.
Half way through the season 
they found ourselves with a respect­
able .500 season 
which has now turned 
into a 5-8 with only 2 
games remaining.
The Tigers had a 
chance to finish at 500 
if they had won at 
Wheaton just last 
week. But now with 
only two games left 
they still expect to fin­
ish the season with a 
much improved 
record of 7-8 com­
pared to last years 0- 
13.
This year has 
been a great improve­
ment just from having 
more involvement in 
the team. Olivet’s 
men have a great Assistant Coach in 
Bob Kring, and they are finally play­
ing with a full roster instead of only
taking 6 people to a match as was 
done last year. Although the team is 
still in a rebuilding process the future 
is looking bright having all but one 
maybe two of the players on the team 
returning for next years season.
The Tigers have not just giv­
en up on this year though still having 
two games left, one of which is the fi­
nal home game being played in 
McHie Area for the first time. The 
regional tournament coming up. 
With big wins at the tournament it is 
still possible 
to find the 
team going to 
nationals and 
being given 
the recogni­
tion for a 
great turn­
around year. ] 
Club vol­
leyball play­
ers include 
S t e v e  
Spangenberg, 
Rob Kring, 
Jon Dillman, 
Matt Krock, 
Nick Griffin, 
Brad Zurcher, 
Nate Agee, 
Jeff Ruppel, 
Dave Pohlmeier, Lance Kilpatrick, 
Walter Mayorga, Marcus Rensberry 
and Adam Stevenson.
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Above: Jonathan Dillman at­
tacks the ball during an ONU 
Home club volleyball game. 
(Submitted photo)
have 6 matches* one of them against 
12th ranked Indiana Wesleyan Uni­
versity. They will compete at Chris­
tian Nationals with the men, and then, 
two weeks later, will be going (o 
Kentucky. Why you ask? Well, for 
the first time ever, the Tiger women’s 
tennis team has qualified for the 
NAIA National Tournament at the 
University of Kentucky in Lexington, 
May 21-25. Angela Lorenz and Lana 
Vanagasem are the two seniors on the 
squad, and the juniors are Tiffany 
Field, Rachel Russell and Tina 
Zwirkoski. There are no sophomores 
and five freshmen: redshirts 
Samantha Tincher, Jamie Hamstra, 
Meredith Hupp, Michelle Mattocks 
and Michele Williams.
The men hosted the Univer­
sity of St. Francis on April 3, traveled 
to Eureka College April 4. They will 
compete at the John Strahl Memorial 
Tournament at Greenville College to­
morrow and Saturday. The women 
played against St. Francis at home on 
April 3, and they will travel to Indi­
ana Wesleyan University in Marion, 
Ind., tomorrow.
Lady Tigers aim  fo r  
another great season
By Neil Hollis 
Sports writer
The Olivet Women’s Soft- 
ball team is used to victory. The past 
few years, the team has averaged 
around 50 wins per season and very 
few losses.
This year has not been the 
same so far, though. The Lady Tigers 
may have' 14 losses, but with 11 wins 
under their belt, leaving the team in a 
position they are not accustomed to.
The team started the season 
strong with 6 straight wins and only 
one loss, but then the dropped 11 in a 
row, most of the losses coming at the 
Disney Sports Tournament in Florida.
The competition was tough 
in the tourney, but it only made the 
team better. As a result, the Lady
Tigers have rebounded lately, win­
ning their last two games and win­
ning five out of their last seven 
games.
According to head coach 
Kristie Tussey, “We’re starting to do 
the right things and that’s leading to 
good softball.”
The team seems to be turn­
ing their season around, and hopes to 
be ready for the long haul to the 
NAIA World Series in Alabama.
The team has the skill and 
the experience to win. This is a team 
that knows how to win and compete, 
and the season is not over by far.
The team consists of four se­
niors and five juniors, all of which 
have the ability to lead and bring the 
team together.
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Olivet Tiger’s Womens Softball team 
(Photo coutesy Olivet web site)
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People are people, not needs
Dear GlimmerGlass editor,
I hate politically correct lan­
guage. It’s fake. Why, can’t we just 
say what we really mean? For exam­
ple, janitors are not custodial engi­
neers. They’re janitors, right?
The biggest problem with 
being P.C. is that the words have 
changed, but the attitudes have not. 
While this is blatantly obvious tidre at 
Olivet, it is also a problem infecting 
the entire nation.
As I sat in chapel last 
Wednesday, I heard over and over 
descriptive phrases like,- “homeless 
people” or “the poor.” In a class last 
week, I watched a news broadcast 
that involved an anchor speaking out 
against the injustice of someone 
stealing from “the handicapped,”
People frequently use terms 
like the “mentally ill” the “mentally 
retarded” and the “mentally handi­
capped.” Don’t forget about the non- 
Christians, or as we so affectionately 
refer to them, “the lost.”
These are destructive phras­
es that damage our society. When I 
correct people saying, “They’re not
homeless. They are people who are 
homeless,” I often get blank stares. 
We just figure that words follow the 
same transitive properties that num­
bers do. Unfortunately, they don’t 
follow those same rules.
Here’s the difference. When 
you call a person “homeless,” you are 
identifying them by a need or a prob­
lem. The person is no longer a per­
son; he/she is homeless. The mental­
ly ill aren’t people anymore; they are 
only a mental illness. We cannot de­
fend this practice because it does not 
hold true in all situations. Why is it 
when we see a picture of someone 
who is homeless, the first way we 
describe that person is simply home­
less. But if we see a picture of a “nor­
mal” people, we describe that person 
simply as a person.
What if everyone was identi­
fied by a trait? The labeling would 
seem absolutely ridiculous. For ex­
ample, I have a large nose, but no one 
has ever referred to me as one of the 
“large-nosed.”
The fact is that we are ste­
reotyping when we use these phrases.
We are using language to rob some­
one of humanity and giving them a 
trait instead of a personality. People 
who have a disability are not a dis­
ability. They are people, just like 
every other person.
I have a large nose, but I am 
not a large nose. I do not act like ev­
ery other person , who has" a large 
nose, and I would fight the notion 
that the best way to describe me is 
large-nosed.
Many people believe that 
words have no meaning. They are 
just symbols and don’t really matter. 
Well, they , do matter. Sticks , and 
stones can break a person, and the 
careless use of words hurts people 
whether they were intended to hurt or 
not. Using phrases that make people 
a defect, or disease, or whatever else 
is damaging.
Forget about being P.C. and 
start caring about people.
-Seth Homing 
Senior
Dont answer injustice with inaction
By Laura Paul 
Opinions writer
I know in the wonderful 
world of science fiction there is 
something known as vampire slayers. 
These slayers roam around at night 
and kill the vampires, or what ever 
Buffy does on Tuesday nights. Their 
intentions are to “slay” off evil. Well, 
I wonder is there such a thing out 
there that slays off ignorance. 
Ignorance is evil, isn’t it? Some claim 
that their nescience is bliss. But I ask 
how it can be when others suffer from 
their bliss?
The point I am talking about 
is injustice. You probably only know 
what it is through definition but not 
by experience. I am not talking about 
the simple injustice when, for exam­
ple, you work hard on a class project, 
and someone else doesn’t but that 
other person gets the credit for the 
project. That is so petty compared to 
something like slavery.
What? Slavery? Yes, I know 
that this is random but bear with me. 
Did you know that the third largest 
moneymaker in the world from 
organized crime is slavery, specifical­
ly sex slavery? You might be a little 
shocked by this, but I hope you are 
greatly shocked by this fact: slavery 
exists in the United States.
Approximately 50,00 fe­
males are enslaved each year for the 
purpose of forced prostitution on our 
home soil, and the worst thing about 
this is that nobody knows about it. 
Several of those who do know about 
this dreary fact don’t bother lifting 
one precious finger. There isn’t any 
political pressure from anyone, 
specifically from any interest groups, 
for them to do so.
This is really profound, how 
can there be interest groups like 
NaMBLA, (National Man Boy 
Lovers Association) the fastest grow­
ing interest group in the U.S., but not 
be an interest group working to fight 
this injustice or working to fight this 
ignorance? Also, these knowledge­
able people, (people like senators, 
governors, representatives and possi­
ble presidents) who know what kind 
of injustice is going on, won’t do any-' 
thing. They won’t waste money on 
this cause because it’s not what the 
taxpayers voted for them to do. Well, 
I am here to say that the taxpayers 
don’t know about it.
I can only conjecture, or 
hope, that if people who knew about 
these girlsgirls around the age of 12, 
who are forced to have sex with vile 
clients up to 17 times a day, every day 
until they are miraculously freed or 
until their “masters” realize how bro­
ken their spirits are and how sickly 
their bodies are, and he throws them 
in the streetwould want to help out.
This is not science fiction, 
but this is a horrendous true account 
of these female slaves. I don’t even 
understand why the media hasn’t 
covered this story. This is newswor­
thy. It is newsworthy because it 
changes the perception of millions of 
people who still think that slavery 
ended in the US in 1865.
I would have to say a large 
number of people don’t really care 
too much. If they care, they only care 
to say, “Oh, that’s so sad” or pray that 
night and then forget about it in the 
morning. This is ignorance or choos­
ing to remain ignorant.
We are so fortunate. The 
majority of us are American citizens; 
we haven’t had to face the dismal rus­
tics of the third world countries but 
only the stress that education can 
bring us. What does this mean? It 
means that now that we. know the 
case scenario, how can we just sit 
back and not do anything.
I am not pointing a finger at 
our education if that’s what it sounds 
iike. I’ve once been told, “When you 
point a finger; you end up having 
three fingers pointed right back at 
you.” Those three fingers are correct. 
It’s the people, the taxpayers, our fel­
low students; and you, the reader, 
who aren’t making a move. Don’t 
argue about how this story doesn’t 
affect you; directly, it probably does­
n’t. But do you remember the Good 
Samaritan? That man on the road had 
absolutely no effect on the Samaritan, 
but the Samaritan chose to help his 
neighbor.
When hearing a story like 
this, it is difficult to know what to do, 
to know where to begin or what to do. 
We could do many thingsbe a volun­
teer with an organization to actually 
do something and take a front seat to 
action. We can be financial support­
ers to those organizations whose pur­
pose is to take action, tell others 
about this plight, and most important­
ly, prayer should always be added to 
the work equation. As Christians, we 
need to be faithful, not always tri-J 
umphant. I would suggest two web­
sites for more information: 
www.ijm.org and
www.antislavery.org. Both of these 
web sites gives suggestions to help 
out against this injustice. My first 
step after acquiring this knowledge 
has been finished. And now at the end 
of this article, I have found an igno­
rance slayer. It is I. Now, what’s the 
next thing we are going to do?
Offended by f  
‘Oklahoma!’ |
Dear Glimmer Glass editor;
I am a student who is cur-, 
rently considering transferring to 
Olivet University in the fall semes­
ter. I was recently visiting a friend 
who attends Olivet and we decided j 
to watch the spring musical Okla­
homa! I was unfamiliar with the 
musical and thought it would be a 
nice surprise.
Surely I was surprised but 
not at all pleasantly. I must admit 
I was a little startled by the choice 
for the spring musical. Out of all 
the quality musicals there are to 
choose from why was this one 
chosen? I really took exception to 
some of the aspects of the musical 
and I think who ever chose 
Oklahoma acted in bad taste.
First of all I object to the 
lewdness of the musical. There 
were a lot of sexual jokes that were 
not funny and were unnecessary. 
These jokes could have also been 
inappropriate for some of the kids 
in attendance ( the musical was 
performed at local schools), but 
who’s to say...
Another aspect of the 
musical that l objected was the 
portrayal of statehood for Oklaho­
ma for being a time of excitement, 
wonder, joy, etc.... If you remem-; 
ber the real history, Oklahoma was 
promised for Native Americans 
who were forced to relocate from 
their original homes in the East. 
Anybody remembers of the Trail 
I of Tears? For the Native 
Americans forced to relocate, 
Oklahoma’s statehood was just, 
another lie. Should this be taken 
into any consideration? I just hate 
seeing expansionism so blatantly 
portrayed as an adventurous excit­
ing time. It was in reality one of 
the uglier stories in American his­
tory. Should any of this be taken 
into consideration when choosing 
a musical? I don’t know...
Yet, what I found most 
i deplorable about this musical was 
; the trivialness Jud’s life was given,
; At one point, the main character,
I Curly, sings how sad, yet benefi­
cial it would be if Jud hung him­
self by a rope. I think this scene 
was supposed to be funny. Maybe 
I lack a sense of humor, but I don’t 
find anything funny in the idea of 
someone committing suicide. I 
was dumbfounded by this. At the 
end of the musical I remember 
asking my friend if I had just 
watched this musical at Olivet, the 
Christian college.
I realize that musicals are 
often not that serious as far as con­
tent and they can also have a surre­
al quality to them. Yet, despite 
this, whoever chose this musical 
really should have thought about 
what they were choosing. I am not 
asking for political correctness. I 
just think there were plenty of 
alternatives to this lousy musical. 
Lewdness and trivializing life are 
nothing unique. I was just sur­
prised to see these things at Olivet. 
This musical badly represented 
your fine performers and your 
school. Hopefully next time who-; 
ever decides on these matters can 
put a little thought on the art they 
chose.
--Robert J. Clackim, . * Vie  ^ i ' Vi- \ S§§
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The ‘Green Room’: very busy
By Anthony Sykes 
Arts writer
Often, the colors associated 
most with Olivet are the sacred pur­
ple and gold, but today the emphasis 
is on green, as in the “Green Room.” 
The what? That’s the organization 
called “Green Room.”
The “Green Room” is a 
group of people who joined together 
to form a drama club that does a lot 
more than acting. This past fall, the 
group had experiences in the local 
community. They entertained the 
public with “Sleepy Hollow” at the 
Perry Farm in Bourbonnais and kept 
with the theme as the group conduct­
ed haunted houses at several local 
schools as well as at the YMCA.
What the “Green Room” is 
more widely known for is their annu­
al Broadway Review, which by the 
way, gets great reviews.
Currently, all the members 
of the “Green Room” are turning 
their attention to, and preparing 
themselves for, the upcoming spring 
play. This year’s spring play, “Fools” 
by Neil Simon, is promising; judging 
by the hard work the group has put 
into previous performances and com­
munity projects.
With all the projects and per­
formances, one might be interested in
knowing how members of the “Green 
Room” keep from turning red . with 
frustration; simple, good organization 
and leadership.
Sarah Schneider is president 
of the organization, and much of the 
planning goes directly through her. 
To help take pressure of Sarah, there 
is a council set-up of 12 positions. 
This year has "been so demanding that 
the group decided to add a 13th mem­
ber to the council.
Within the council, there are 
different positions with responsibili­
ties for the wide variety of activities 
that the group participates in. The 
example given by Schneider is that 
the director of theater is responsible 
for directing the spring play. Though 
Schneider is president, it’s not a 
tyranny. If the director of theater 
wants a co-director, the group must 
then vote two people in and then the 
responsibilities can be shared. The 
same can be done for the music direc­
tor, who is in charge of the Broadway 
Review; help can be voted in.
The “Green Room” exempli­
fies the theory of a true democracy.
As president, the modest 
Schneider admits to having some 
responsibility but says that she dele­
gates projects to other members who 
take on the projects with open arms 
and give a 100% effort.
People who desire the serv­
ices of the “Green Room”, whether it 
is people from Olivet or out in the 
community, contact Schneider and 
then she passes the information on. 
From there, whoever is in charge of 
that specific function takes charge 
and the magic starts.
The “Green Room” x has 
proven to be and important asset to 
the community and on the Olivet 
campus. The members feel good 
about what they are accomplishing.
“I mostly feel good about the. 
things that we do in the community,” 
said president Schneider. “We have a 
good reputation with all the places 
that we have done things at and they 
usually want us to do things the next 
year too.”
Apparently, the positive rep­
utation of the “Green Room” is catch­
ing on. Schneider says that every 
year, more people from the communi­
ty contact her requesting the group’s 
services.
There it is, the “Green 
Room” in a nutshell. In most cases, 
green is often associated with money 
and perhaps greed, but with this 
group the green should be related 
with envy. The “Green Room” should 
be envied for the positive impact it 
has on the community.
Olivets men’s, women’s choirs 
prepare to sing-in the spring season
By Anthony Sykes 
Arts writer
We just got back from break, 
and it’s official, spring is here!
With the cheers of students 
who have been locked in academic 
chains, both nice weather and sum­
mer break are on their way. Also in 
the near future, just as in the past, the 
Men’s and Women’s choirs spring 
concerts are on the way as well.
First up this spring will be 
the Women’s choir with their per­
formance on April 17. The doors of 
Kresge Auditorium will open at 7:30 
p.m., and everyone is invited to hear 
the wonderful sounds of the choir. 
This group of young women has 
earned a good reputation as quality 
singers. The group has toured and 
performed in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
At April 17’s performance, 
expect to see why people across the 
Midwest enjoy listening to the 
women’s choir. The program will 
consist of sacred classical pieces, 
spirituals and hymns, as well as a 
taste of contemporary Christian 
music that has been specially 
arranged for the choir.
The Men’s choir will be per­
forming their spring concert to be 
held at 7:30 p.m. on April 23 in 
Kresge Auditorium. This night’s per­
formance is sure to be quality enter­
tainment as well as a chance to grow 
spiritually.
The program, which will run 
for about an hour, will feature sacred 
literature, some arrangements of folk 
songs and a great set of Spirituals. 
This is the second year that the Men’s
choir, or “Testament” as they call 
themselves, is performing. They are 
excited for the opportunity and 
expect a great performance.
There is a total of 30 men in 
'‘Testament” and according to Neal 
Woodruff, all members “lift their 
voices in a blend of musical excel­
lence and ministry integrity.”
The stages are set for the 
spring concerts. April 17 and April 23 
are dates to remember for two great 
performances by choirs that are hon­
ored and glad to have the opportunity 
to perform.
Each performance will prove 
to be a great experience for everyone 
attending to enjoy and an opportuni-. 
ty for personal spiritual growth.
Besides, if you miss the con­
certs this month you’ll have to wait 
until next year.
What’s
Happening?
AROUND TOWN
April 7, 8 . . . . . . . . .  .
“Bugsy Malone Jr.” 
Lincoln Cultural Center, 
Kankakee 
7p.im Sat and 2p.m. Sun. 
Tickets; 935-8510
April 11 . . .  ...........
PoetrySlam 
Sputnik Coffeehouse 
Every Weds 7p.m. 
Homewood, IL
April 1 2 .............................
Spiritual Awareness 
Book Group 
Barnes and Noble 
7p.m.
April 19 . .  .Author Signing 
Laura Renken 
aka. Lori Morgan 
Barnes and Noble 
7p.m.
April 24 . .Poetry Readings 
In honor of 
National Poetry Week 
Barnes and Noble 
7p.m.
April 28-May 6 ____ ___
“Evita”
Lincoln Cultural Center, 
Kankakee 
Tickets and times; 935-8510
AROUND CAMPUS
April2-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Andrew Sears 
Senior Art Show 
Brandenburg Gallery 
Reception, April 6th, 7:30 
p.m.
April 5,6,7 . .  .Niel Simon’s 
“Fools” presented by “Green 
Room” at Kresge 7:30p.m.
April 6 ....................... .. i . .
Coffee House poetry reading. 
Drawings, door prizes, con­
test winners announced. 
Benner library fishbow l 
2p.m.-4p.m. 
April 11 . . .  .CMS Concert 
Since Forever and Solace 
Warming House 
8:30p.m., $4 
April 18 . . .  .CMS Concert 
Battle of the Bands 
Warming House 
8:30 p.m., $3 
April 19 . . .  .Concert Band 
Spring Concert 
Kresge, 7:30p.m. 
April 21 . . . . . . . .Lip Sync
Wisner, 8p.m. 
April 26 ' . . . .  ,. .  .Jazz Band
Spring Concert 
Kresge, 7:30p.m.
935-0300
545 S. Main Bourbonnais
Hours: Sun-Thurs. t tam-t0:30pm •  Fn.-Sat. llanvMidnight
Free
D elivery
Daily After 5:00 pm
. Buffet
Lunch 
Sun.-Fri. .
11 am -1:30 pm  
Dinner 
Tuesday 
4:30-8:00 pm
L (I N CH CO II P O N I  F  I 2  Z A \ C O U P O N I  LII M C H C Ö U P O N
B ring a  f r ie n d  to  Lunch 
For Only S2M*
Buy One Lunch Buffet 
A t the Regular Price o f $5.19 
And Recieve One Buffet 
For Only $2.99 
Good Sun.-Fri. (11am-1:30 pm)
Not Good in Conjunction with Other Offers.
Dine in Only. Expires 5-10-01
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
* -THECHICAGO DOUGH CÓ. — 1 -THECHICAGO DOUGH CO.—
I $ 5 .0 0  Off
• Any 18“ Extra Large Thin Crust I
"  I
I 
I 
I
$ 4 .0 0  o ff
Any Large (14“ Deep Dish or 
16" Thin Crust)
Not Good in Conjunction w ith Other Offers. 
G ood For Dine in. Carry O ut o r Delivery 
Expires 5-10-01
B ring  a  f r ie n d  to  Lunch 1 
F or O nly $ 2 McS„ I
Buy One Dinner Buffet 
A t the Regular Price o f $5.99 
And Recieve One Buffet 
For Only $2.99
: Good Tuesday (4:30-8:00 pm) • |
Not Good in Conjunction w ith 'O ther Offers. 
Dine in Only. Expires 5-10-01 I
-THECHICAGO DOUGH CO.—
21
tone ¡ram lari
Saturday, April 7 • 7:00 pm
Cornerstone Church • Bourbonnais, IL
855  W . 5 00 0  Rd,
Tickets: $10.00 advance, $12.00 at door
I  Have youjever considered P M  
: a career in ¿ministry with ' '
Nazarene Publishing H ouse? .
Nazarene Publishing House frequently has career opportunities in the areas., o f „JS 
Accounting, Business, Com puter Science, G raphic Design, and more.
■  Accounting
M Book Editorial and Product Development
■  Graphic Design
■  Internet Content Creation
■  Marketing and Advertising
■  Music and Drama Product Development Ä
For more information stop by your career counseling office or contact us directly at:
Nazarene Publishing House 
vw -i Human Resource D epartm ents!
PO. Box 419527 
Kansas City, MO 
816-931 
hr@nph
A lso . . .  XJ
How will you land your first job? Need 
experience for your resumed NPH is f  
offering you a chance to gain yq lu-|j 
able hands-on experience th a tjfM  
employers are looking for through* 
paid summer internships in:
Tickets: $8.00 Tickets available at each concert location.
To charge tickets by phone: 800-965-9324. (a small service charge applies)
"hosted by Andy Argyrakis hit freelanceandy.cjb.nef
Concert Hotline: 847-888-8670g p  
ŒM&s&œm www.edanconcerts.com
